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search uncovers 1uantity of drugs
by Dennis C. King
Editor-in-Chief
An authorized search conducted January
11 in Husman Hall uncovered a quantity
of drugs with an approximate street value
of $700 the News learned last week.
Mr. Roderick C. Shearer, Vice-President
for Student Affairs, who authorized the
search of specific dormitory rooms in Husman stated last Wednesday that in the two
separate cases involved, there had been
specific reports of sales made from individuals in the hall.
According to Searer, one report came
from the mother of a non-student in the
Cincinnati area and the other from a Xavier student who had sought counseling.
Shearer said that in both cases the statements were conclusive enough to authorize
the January 11 search.
UNCOVERED in one search were 65
"white crosses" (meth-amphetamine sulphate) a type of speed which sold at inflated exam-time prices would yield close to
$10 per pill. Also confiscated was a quantity of marijuana (apprmcimately 112

ounce).
A separate search conducted the same
day revealed a number of "roaches" (marijuana butts) and a number of hash-smoking devices, some home made using pipes
and beer cans. Also taken was another l/2
ounce pouch of marijuana.
SHEARER also said that certain faculty members had informed him of students who had neglected their work over
the semester and had appealed to the professor at exam time stating that the use of
drugs had been the reason behind their
neglect.
·
The search was the fifth in about a year.
Shearer stated that since the police raid at
about this time last year, various searches
have been conducted which have encompassed the three major residence halls at
Xavier (Brockman, Husman and Kuhlman
Halls).
Although Campus Security aided in the
search, Shearer stated that Cincinnati Police were not involved. The students involved did not return to Xavier following
the semester break.

Husman
- site of the recent January 11
quantity of drugs.

Committee plans review
of life in dormitories

by Dennis C. King
Editor-in-Chief
In a letter to David A. Tom, Assistant
Dean for Housing, Mr. Patrick J. Nally,
Dean of Students, has asked that an ad
\..
~ lwc committee be formed to study the qual""'v_O_L.-LV_II_I___W_E_D_N_E_S_D_A_Y_,_F_E_B_R_U_A_R_Y_7_,_1_9_7_3_____
N__0_._1_1_, ity of student life in Xavier's residence
_..;..;;;;.;;;;;..;;;;.;..;~--....:..:.:=.:.;.::;;;.;;;.;..~:...;...;;,;;;;.;..;~~;..;....;..:,....;,;;..;..;...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ halls. The original directive came from
Rev. Robert W. Mulligan, President of Xa-
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Toepker receives two Physics grants
. by Frank Landry
News Editor
The Xavier University Physics Department has recently been awarded two
grants for future work within the department. The first of these grants is a $100 stipend from the Bendix Corporation to the
Xavier Chapter of the Society of Physi~s
Students: Mr. Terrence P. Toepker, AsslStat Professor of Physics, is the recipient
of the second grant, an $8100 award from
the National Science Foundation.
The proposal for the ill'st grant was sub-

mitted by three junior physics majors, Mi·
chael Barney, Dennis Corrigan, ~d Barry
Riehle, under the direction of the Rev.
James E. O'Brien, S.J., the S.P.S. adviser.
Working in conjunction with Mr. Toepker,
the three students will use the money to
carry out a research project, "Study of
Phase Objects Through Holographic Techniques." The Xavier S.P.S. Chapter is one
of only fifteen colleges and universities in
the United States to receive recognition
and a cash award for a submitted proposal.

Mr. Toepker received his ·grant under the
National Science Foundation's Student
Science Training Program.·The grant will
be used tofundasummerphysicsprogram
for local high school students who have
completed their junior year. The program
will run from June 18 through July 27, and
~1 consist of lectures an~ labora~ry work
m the areas of mechanics, optics, electrom_agneti!lm, and atomic and nuclear
phymcs. This marks the second year that
the NSF is supporting this pre-college program at Xavier.

Phone Fraud yields penalties
by Frank Landry
News Editor
Spokesmen for Cincinnati Bell recently
explained to the News some of the new efforts which their ·company is making in or·
der to alleviate losses from fraudulent long
distance telephone calls.
The recent interview was arranged by
Mr. Jack. Metz of Cincinnf,lti Bell's Public
Relations Department. Also present were
Mr. John Sanders and Mr.- Nelson Pettit,
both members of the Bell'security department.
When asked about the fraudulent phone
call problem at Xavier, the telephone offfcials stated that Cincinnati Bell is still suf·
fering losses especially from collect calls
from pay phone to pay phone. They noted
that the Bell lab is working on a system
which will inform operators by means of a
, tone signal whenever a long distance call
is received on a pay phone. They also
stated that their company is ahead of coin
fraud largelY because of computer aid.
Regarding investigation procedures in
pay phone fraud cases, Sanders stated that
would be cheats may find themselves "tapped on the shoulder" by security men while
in the act of phoning.
Pettit added that at Xavier "arrest and
conviction is the best deterrent" in phony
credit card calls.
The telephone officials noted that many
people and particularly students attempt to
rationalize their fraudulent calls inasmuch
as Ohio Bell enjoys a monopoly. However
they pointed out that as a monopoly, Ohio
Bell has an obligation to serve everyone.
Thus, everyone in Ohio pays for fraud calls

in terms ~f raised phone rates and toll
rates.
At Xavier University, Pettit and Sanders
observed that pay phones in dorma resUlt
in the greatest fraud losses. In addition.
they stated that other significant losses
are realized in University Center Building
phones as well as in thoee located in the
shopping center in Norwood. However,
they pointed to increasing cooperation
from public places of business.
The Bell system lost $22 million nationwide on phone fraud last year. Cincinnati
Bell alone lost $75,000. These figures exblude time and personnel losses.
Pettit, pointing to a problem with habitual offenders, stated "people caught and
allowed to make restitution the first time
are caught again. This is somethipg we
can't understand." He also added that
most of the offenders who are caught can
afford restituti~n. He also observed the oncampus problem of freshman naivetethey. just· don't realize the implications of
their actions until it is too late.
The Bell officials alluded to progress
being made in tracking down fraudulent
cases. They also warned that penalties in
the Cincinnati area are getting stiffer.
They noted that defrauding the phone company of $60 or more in an accumulative
twelve month period is a felony and that
as such, conviction can place a stigma
upon, for example, prospective law students.
Among Ohio universities, Xavier has
recently been restored to two-way phone
service. The Bell officials said, however,
that Ohio State, the University of Cincin-

nati. and Edgecliff currently have incoming service oDly. They noted 'ihat. nev
innovations such as CTI (Centralized
Ticket Investigation), and computerization
are helping them increasingly to detect
and deter frauds in illegal credit card and
pay phone calls.

vier, following a recommendation from the
Student Life Committee. ·- ·
THE.COMMITTEE will consist of Mr.
Tom, Bob Adolfson, Director of the Kuhlman-Husman Complex, John Gohman,
Assistant Complex Director, Vicent
Tucker, Director of the Brockman-Marlon
Complex, four faculty members and four
students presently living in the residence
halls. Tom informed the News last week
that the committee has met once and
within the next two weeks faculty members will tour the dorms to familiarize
themselves with the present living conditions.
"There will be no rigid structure to the
committee," said Tom. "The members will
call meetings as often as they feel they are
necessary." Tom added that although the
committee will make some. concrete recom·
mendations, the committee is free to de·
velop along any number of lines which
they feel will· bring about the best results.
The committee will likewise consider any
present procedure or area of residence hall
life which they feel deserves attention.
Areas moet likely to be considered are:
1) Better utilization of dormitory space,
facilities and resources.
2) Alternitives in dormitory staffs - Jes·
uit presence, resident assistents.
3) Alternitives of Dormitory Government.
4) Roll of the professional staff (Assis·
tant dean for Housing, Complex Directors,
etc.) in dormitory Hfe.
5) Use of Residence Hall finances for im·
provements and programming.
TOM STATED that although the purpose of the study is to upgrade the quality
of residence hall living, there is no reason
to view Pl'f!IIP.nt_ conditions pef!!simistically.
(Continued on page 2)

Admissions drop seen
for next. academic year
by John Lechleiter
News Staff Reporter
ln an interview with the Rev. J. Peter
Buschmann, S.J., Director of Admissions,
the News has learned that the number of
applications for admission thus far received is down by more than 15% from the
number received last year. As of Friday,
February 2, a total of 523 applications for
admission had been processed by Father
Buschmann's office. This represents a significant decrease from the nearly 630 applications processed by this time last year.
Father Buschmann attributes the decrease in the number of applications to
changing application patterns among high
school senior. According to Father Buschmann, it is his belief, as it is the belief of
many high school counselors, that many
students are applying at later dates than
was the case in previous years. Thus the
traditional "boon" months, January and

February. are being replaced by February
and March. There is no simple reason for
the shift in the application timetable, although a major factor seems to be reduced
pressure on high school students to apply
early. In light of all this, Father Buschmann stated that it would be at least
two months before a valid prediction of
next year's freshmen enrollment· could be
·
made.
. F~GURES made available February 3
mdicate that of the 523 applications received thus far, 376 or 72% are men while
147 or 28% are women. Ofthe376 men who
have applied, 180 or 48% are from the
greater Cincinnati area, and 192 or 52% are
from out-of-town applicants. Similarly, 82
of the 147 or 56% of the women applicants
are from the Cincinnati area, while the remaining 65 women, representing 44% of total applications are from out-of-toan.
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Elmer Thomas at Symphony

XAVIER NEWs=====t

Music Director Thomas Schip· Sy~ph~ny, Robert Shaw con· from Psalms 28, 39, and ·150. Com·
posed in 1930, "Symph~ny ~f
pers shares the podium with choral ductmg, 10 1971.
conductor Elmer Thomas in the The College-Conservatory of Mu· Psalms" represents StraVI~sky s
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra sic Chorale has 60 members, all neo-classical period in mus1c and
concerts of Friday and Saturday, music majors. Along with the his deep religious convic~on t~at
February 16 and 17, 8:30 PM. Mr. Chamber Choir, this group has ap· music is a form of commumon w1th
Schippers will conduct the Orches· peared with the Cincinnati Sym· the Supreme Being. The composer . . - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
train a performance of Beetho- phony many times, most recently commented about this work: "T~e
ven's Second Symphony to open in the Brahms Requiem last Octo· juxtaposition of the three Psalms 1s
the concert. Following inter· her. The Chamber Choir and Cho- not fortuitous. The prayer of the
mission, Dr. Thomas will conduct rale will also perform twice during sinner for divine pity (prelude~, the
the Orchestra and the University. this year'slOOth Anniversary May recognition of grace rece1ved
Why not study abroad this
of Cincinnati College-Conservatory Festival.
(double fugue), and the h~mn of
summer? Or how about an
of Music Chamber Choir and Cho· The two choral groups with El· praise and glory are the basl8 of an
academic year in a foreign
b~
Bach
and
mer
Thomas
conducting
Will
sing
evolutionary
plan".
country?
rale in. choral wo.rks
1
S_trav1nsky wh c~ Wlll b~ p~r··the Bach Motet No.2 for Double To open the February 16 and 17
If you are considering any
formed for the first t1me on Cmcm· Chorus, "Der Geist hilft unsrer concerts Mr. Schippers and the Or·
type of foreign study, the
nati Symphony Orchestra concerts. Schwachheit auf" (''The Spirit also chestra ~1 present Beethoven's in·
Office of International Educa·
Elmer Thomas is Professor of Helpeth Us"). It is based on a Ger· ventive Symphony No. 2 in D Ma·
tion can help you. Located in
Choral Music at the University of man text from two verses of Ro· jor. While this work is o~e ?fthe
Room 311 of Hinkle Hall, the
Cincinnati College-Conservatory of mans VIII. Although this motet composer's early efforts, 1t 1s not
purpose of the office is to proMusic. He is also serving his fourth was composed for the funeral of Jo· simply imitative of Mozart and
vide information on many
year as Director of Choru~es for hann Heinrich Ernesti, who had Haydn, but distinctively Beetho·
foreign study programs and to
Cincinnati's May Festival. Dr. been the rector of the Thomass· ven. In fact, when it was first
assist students, both graduate
Thomas received his doctorate in chule in Leipzig for 45 years, it is heard in 1803, the audience com·
and undergraduate, in apply·
choral literature and conducting not sad music. It expresses Bach's plained about its "boldness" and
ing to these programs. In addi·
from the University of Illinois in personal belief that death had lost calt"ed the fourth movement
tion, information can also be
Urbana. While there, he served as its sting and concludes in a strong "harsh", "wild", and "bizarre"·
provided to faculty members
assistant to the chairman of the affirmation of faith. Like Bach's Beethoven was only 32 when t~e
and graduate students on
choral department and was elected other six funeral motets, "Der Geist Second Symphony was being wr1t·
teaching abroad.
to Phi Kappa Phi, honorary scho· hilft" was written during the com· ten but he was already beginning
lastic society. He has a Master of poser's extremely productive years to experience the deafness which
If international study and
Music Degree from the University 1723 to 1734 when he also wrote caused him great unhappiness and
travel interests you, consult the
of Michigan and a Bachelor of Arts the "Magnificat", St. John Pas- alienation from the world. Never·
bulletin board on the first floor
degree from the College of Idaho. sion", "St. Matthew Passion", and theless, this Symphony does notre·
of the University Center out·
side the cafeteria and/or come
.
.
parts of the "B minor Mass". The fleet his morose attitude, but rather
The Chamber Cho1r, ebte choral two four-part choruses are accom·
mood of gaiety.
to the office.
ensemble0 of the College-Con·
panied by instruments which
.
· fr
$3 to $7 are
Hours are: Tuesday and
1
Y·s
double the voice lines and by a bar·
Symphony
Thursday from 10:00 a.m. to
vmce maJors.
e
psichord continuo.
Of"" 29 w t F th Cincin·
noon; and from 1:00 p.m. to
to sing Dave Brubeck's "Gates of
.
Box . uct!)
es our '
J ti , 10
. M'1 1. Florida in 1970 The concert c I o s e s . w 1t h nati, Ohio 45202, phone 381-2660.
3:00p.m.
am '.
'
us ce
Stravinsky's "Symphon1e des Tickets may also be purchased at
and performed Wlth the Atlanta psaumes". based on Latin texts the Music Hall Box OffiCI} during
· the hour before each performance.

THE ARTS

Foreign Study

National firm seeks on-campus representative to develop student. market. for
photo processing services.
Successful candidate will
distribute company P.rovided promotional mat~nals
with occasslonal d1rect
selling.
Our program insures 1mmediate rewards for the aggressive individual. Colle~e
newspaper support available. Only one rep will be
selected per campus.
Apply to:

.

Mr. Ron Tyler
Campus Promotions
100 Summers Street
Coolville, Ohio 45723

a
a;;fi~~~er:~n:t t~~

:rva~ory ~ Mu~~ .:;::~n'it:J

&1111.

Include return address and
college attended.

-,;;,;.;:.;..;..._ _ _ _ _ _ __
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.Jewelry stores don't
admit diamond rings
should be designed
by customers.·
Their reasons are simple. Rings are easy to ·
display, easy to compare, and very easy to sell
-to the uninformed customer.

At Zetf, we think customers should select their
diamond and mounting separately. Our reasons
are less simple.
The mounting is only a fraction of the total cost.
It should be considered for style.

The Paulists are helping to build the earth.
downtown
•on the campus
in the parish
in the office
building bridges
working with
the young and old
spreading the
Christian spirit.
praying
celebrating
counseling

American priests
on the move
· throughout
North America.
For more lnfmmatlon write:
Father Donald C. Campbell,
Room 101.

Paulist Bdhers.

415 West 59th Street
New York. N~ 10019

Guys & Gals needed for summer
employment at National Parks,
Private Camps, Dude Ranches
and Resorts throughout the na·
tiori. Over 35,000 students aided
last year. For Free inf(!rmation on
student assistance prqgram send
self~addressed STAMPED envelope ito OpportunitY l .R'esearch,
Dept. SJO. 55 Flathead Drive,
Kalispell, MT 59901,
.... YOU MUST APPLY EARLY .....

iilililili

kee~:.::: BBIIIIII
deluxe

BBIIIIII,

Our diamonds are displayed so that their
features, and their prices, can easily be
compared. You determine the siz~, q~ality and
price of your diamond, then combme 1t With
any style mounting you prefer.
At Zeff, the choice is yours. Not a jeweler's.

.... WilLIS SIMM()NS .
'· .. TYPiNG SERVICE
2722 Glendora Ave. 281-7155

· · Typing student Papers; ·-

Different Cultures- Strange.Food - . Tough
Work- Long Hours- No Pay-. Except,
What God Gives You.

For information on our missionary life, write
FATHER TOM STREVELER, SVD
DIVINE WORD COLLEGE DEPT. El02
EPWORTH, IOWA 52045
Include age, education, interest, address, etc.
DOWNTOWN, 605 RACE 821·0704
SWIFTON SHOPPING CENTER 731·1600
WESTERN HILLS PLAZA 881·8911

GEHEROU.S DISCOUNTS

TO ALL XA~IER STUDE.NTS

· · ···-AND ·;..-c:·ui:. TY MEMiERs·

·

(Continued fro.m page 1)
"We ~ill review many phases of
dormitory life," said Tom, "and
what we will try to do is continue
those programs and policies which
worked well and find alternatives ·
to those which have not worked as
well as expected."
Adeadline date of April second
has been set for committee recom·
mehdations. Recommendations
from the committee will be
presented to Father Mulligan
through the Student Mfairs Office.

SUMMER JOBS

The diamond is the major expense. Its value is
determined by four features: Weight (size),
color, clarity and cut. A small diamond with
perfect clarity may actually cost more than a
larger one with poor color.

perfect

Committee plans
review of life
in dormitories

· - ·Author MS.
: .Call By Appointment Only.

Study In

GuadalaJara, Mexico
Fullr accrldlttd, zo-1t• UIIVIIt·

SITY OF AltiZOIA Quadala)al
SuiiMr Sclltol offers Julr Z·Auauat
11, lntiWtPOitD, lrt, tdtlc:ltiM,
· folllltll, attlrlllllr, llllat.,, atvtntlltlt. •...... ' ... llltr......
Tultt• •111; 11o1n1 •• rtoll
Wrttt: lllltnlltiMII P'rqr••• Unt•
VtflllJ of Arta.U, TIICIOB 11721. ·

•zn.
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Albee's A Delicate Balance Opens season
Special to the NeWS
A dilemma over the conflicting
claims of friendship and one's
right to privacy is the subject of A
DELICATE BALANCE, the first
play of Harold Scott's "FESTIVAL
OF AMERICAN GREATS," which
runs from Thursday, February 1st
through Sunday, February 18th at
the Cincinnati Playhouse Marx
Theatre. It poses the question of
whether a man's best friends, a
couple whose companionship he
has enjoyed for nearly forty years,
can justly call for an indefinite hos·
pitality in his home, out of emo·
tional rieed.
A DELICATE BALANCE en·
joyed a success in New York in the
fall of 1966 and won the Pulitzer
•Prize in the Spring of 1967 as the
best American play of the year. It
was written by Edward Albee, au·
thor of WHO'S AFRAID OF VIR·
GINIA WOOLF? which had been
recommended for the Pulitzer Prize
in 1963 by juror experts and then
was denied it by the Prize trUstees

io the accomp· animent of an up- d en, m
· d ef'm.a bl e ·sense of t erro~, Carolyn Coates (Agnes) will
roar.
and are ~skm~ refuge ~rom the1r portray his talkative, elegant wife
A DELICATE BALANCE is sen~ of 1solat1on, lonehness,. and who fears the interlopers as car·
being presented in the Marx emptiness.
riers of a plague and as upsetters of
Theatre for 22 performances, with The second uninvited guest is the the "delicate balance" of her fama cast comprising Jill Andre, Caro: unstrung daughter of Tobias and ily, and Jill Andre (Claire) her
lyn Goates, Patricia Falkenhain, Agnes who has rushed home f'or a outspoken lush of a sisier. Robert
Robert Gerringer, James Noble, fourth time after the break-up of a Gerringer and Patricia Falken·
and Katherine Rao.
fourth disastrous marriage, and hain (Harry and Edna) will be
As in WHO'S AFRAID OF VIR- erupts into hysteria on finding that seen as the unwanted guests, and
GINIA WOOLF? Albee. is portray- the troubled neighbors are occupy- Katherine Rao (Julia) as the oft·
ing in this later play the stresses ing the JO?m to which she had al· divorced, pistol-brandishing
and strains of an unhappily mar- ways preVlously retreated.
.daughter.
ried couple past their youth, but
.
this time without the savagery of ~us th.e daughter's rage and her Harold Scott as director of A
the earlier play. Here the hostilities mother's ley ~stimate that the ter- Delicate Balance is sharpening the
OT the married pair, named Tobias ror ?f the ne~gh~rs could be con- grinning barbs and poison-tipped
and Agnes, and the wife's sister tag1ous, comb1ne to pressure insults exchanged politely in .the
who lives with them, are "delicately balanced" and buried under
habitual ~liteness, ironic and urbanely po1sonous r~arks.
These hostilities, however, come
hotly to the surface during a weekend when the quiescent household ,
suffers two upsetting invasions.
The first intruders are a pair of
neighbors, best friends of Tobias
and Agnes for nearly forty years,
who have been ·stricken by a sud-

· the skill which theatre~
play with
goers have learned to expect in Edward Albee's plays, and St~art
Wurtzel is designing the single
·setting of the luxurious living room
of a well-to-do family in the suburbs of New Vn"lr. ·
Tobias into turning out his oldfriends when they most need his
hospitality.
James Noble (Tobias) will Ia
this role of a cultivated, retfre~
man of wealth who must make a
hard decision about shunting away
two people who think their long
friendship with him gives .them a
right to his help in a time of
trouble.
·

Lithograph presentation
.at Mount St. Joseph
Special to the News
. tablished and beginning colleetors
·A special one-day presentation of and, second, to fulfill a need for
original lithograph, intaglio, seri· rapport with the working printgraph and woodcut prints will be maker. Located on five wooded
held Monday 12 February from U) acres overlooking Lake Michigan,
am to 4 pm in Studio San Giuseppe yet within an hour's drive of Chiof the College of Mount Saint Jo- cago, the studio offers a fullyseph .. The public is invited to view equipped lithograph and. intaglio
this unique collection of Lakeside. workshop. These facilities have
and to from
meet Lakeside,
their representative,
Studio
Michigan
Tom McCormick, who will be
h~pp~ to answer q~estions both
histoncal and techmcal. All works
to be displayed are available for
purchase.
The work to be exhibited here,
valued at over $100 000 contains
.prints by old maste; a~d modem
.
master artists such as Albrecht Du·
rer, J acques C a 11 o t , G eo rg es
Rouault and Pablo Picasso. Also
there will be prints by contempo·
rary a rti s ts Leonard Baski n, Garo
Antresian, Mark Tobey, Sid Cha·
fit
e z, Sw
. . Ha yter and many othera
including Martin Garhart, Abner
Jonas and Winston McGee from
Ohio.
·
.
.
The purpose of Lakes1de Studio
is two-fold. First to make available
·
'
prints toes·

p;;_iiiiiiiiiii_____iiiiiiii-...iiiiiiiiiiiiiii_ _ _ _iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiooiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.iioiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Bill Kerwin at the movies

l============================~

printers
trained
ilt Tamarind
Lithbeen
set up
and operated
by master
ography Workshop in Los Angeles.
Prints by Rudy Pozzatti, Sig- _
·
.
.
,
mund Abeles and Misch Kohn to SOUNDER AND THE GETA· sound so crude.) But the movie in- offenslVe example of Peckinpah.s
name only a few artists, have ~n
WAY
dustry, along with the rest of the ~ale chauvinism to date. It is ~ot
printed and published by Lakeside;
B'll
X.
.
country, has grown up well, a little, s1mply that the two protagon~ts
1
a total of nearly fifty editions have
erwm
since then, and, in Sounder, the ac· escape the cons~q~en~e of the1rs;
been completed so far The studio M t' R'tt'
S
d
f'l
cents of true southern black speech that sort of poetic JUStlce ceased to
1
1
also offers a &UDlmer c~urse for pro- b .atr Ltn · · s bolunker, a 1 !"' are heard once more.
be an issue long ago. But the prota·
.
.
.
a ou ou1s1ana ac peop e m
.
gonists seem to lack any moral na·
fesmonal pnntmakers. This course the 30's is an affecting and well- One of the most pleasmg speakh
d .
ddi..:
· d'uec t e d each year b Y var1ous
·
.
.
.
. th e fil
1&
wrought' piece of entertamment
mg
vmces
m
1m be1ongs, not ture wallatsoever,
d 'd an
f , tn ad · uon,
bl
0
noted artists ·and professional ·Unlike the recent wave of blaxploi: to a professiional actor but to the are l?t. Y ehvol
any a mua e
printers. Included on the property tation films Sounder is about rea- young country blues ~inger, Taj ~uahtles. T ey are ~ot. evalentpha~. song by t1cularly. competent
· a 50.room hot e1 which was once listie black' people who face gen- Mahal. Except for the title
1s
li cnmm
h d b s; . ell'.
a popular resort and now provides uine believable problems This in Lightnin' Hopkins the entire musi- escape lS acbcompl s e
y coTmhC1·
· 't'mg artits
·
'
'
· quart era fior Vl&l
li Vlng
s , itself' would have been something
cal score u. composed
and per- dence
. ' not . y c everness.
f 1 us
k
.
1
educators, curators and gallery di· to be' thankful for even ·if the film formed by Taj. Although not a re- then fifnahvlctory lS one; uc '
rectors.
had been clumsil/done
markably proficient banjo or guitar not 0 lc aracte~, an ' coni
TheLakesideStudiocollectionof B t S nd • f. fro. b..
player, he feels the blues so s~q~efint y, cannot ave any rea
. .
.
h
u ou er 1& ar
m emg a
fi
dl
d .
h
s1gm 1cance.
over 1000 ongmal pnnts tours t e 1 8 f'l T 0 h 1·
pro oun y, an 1& sue an accom·
1
country each year, visiting major c ~~r:: J m~
d ~usuad' ac~?m· plished performer that the soundt· Perhaps the characters ~ig~t
museums and universities.
~ls t~ 'R'~ han ddn':; ll'ec t~n, rack of Sounder is, at least in my have generated some compass1on if
1
10
. ar
a.s .a e a surprls· opinion, one of the best movie they had been portrayed by sensim.glhy gentleblyncl18m thhat, togethher scores ever written.
tive actors. But, unfortunately, the
w1t super co or P otograp y,
.
.
.
two actors chosen for the film were
makes the Louisiana countryside In sSptte ~~ m:nyfrVlrtuebs •. how· Steve McQueen and Ali McGraw.
,
.
come intensely alive, both in its ever, ounuer 1s ~ar om emg a
.-......,~••beauty and in its poverty.
successful film. It is much too ·McQueen s. performance 18 even
manipulative in the traditional more unfeehng than usual, and
.
.
The achng 1s also ex(1el.ent. H0 ll
d
. th 't t'
McGraw gives her usual perform·
ywoo. manner, e ~1 ua 1~ns
..
Cicely Tyson! playP the mother
'th.
· · :t' ; t. ' 't Sh' '1 • ' are not s1mply presented m a com· ance- an mcompetent one.
WI
a· qu1e ·1n ens1 y.
e: pos.
·
·
'lk d d~ 1
.
•
,
sesses an (lxp~essive, beautifUi face passlOnate way, but are~~ e . 18· . Peckinpah possess~s. most of the
that can suggest, alternately, girl· honestly for e~ery po~s1bl~ s1gh special, subtle quah.tles that are
ish exhuberance, sensuous woman· an~ tear. The d1alogue 1tself .1s well n~cessary to the ma~g of.a great
hood, and wisdom as old as Pha· wr1~ten, b~t the P.lot and 1ts ~x- d 1 ~ector - except mtell~gence.
raohs. Kevin Hooks, as the boy ce.ss1ve sent.1mentality make ?ne m· W•thout th.at most es~entla! ele·
rota onist ives a capable, mov- chned to thu~k that t~e ~lm 1s a re- ment, Peckmpa~ .e~e.rctsed h~s ~
fng p~rfor~!nce. But the acting m.a~e of a 30s ongmal. The ma~kable ~enslb1ht1e& on trlVl~l
honors of Sounder must go to Paul· on~nal film was probably ~bout proJects, hke The, Getaway. It 1s
Winfield for his portrayal of the fa· white people, and starred M1ckey regrettable, but I m forced to be·
ther, with his intense pride in his Rooney as the boy.
lieve that ~traw Do~s was one of
For a critic like myself who those fortul~Us accldents that ofown manhood, and his tender concern for his wife and family. Win- thought Straw Dogs the best film ten occur~ m a complex art fo~m
field's jail-cell scene, when he made last year, the viewing of such as cmema. For one~, Peckin·
shares the cake with his son, is Peckinpah's new film, The Geta- pah was as much a darhng of _the
particularly effective. Tyson and way, couldn't be anything but a gods as are the lucky protagomsts
Winfield together generate a frank, disappointing experience. I supp- of The Getaway.
yet restrained sexuality that is rare ose it's not really that bad,; its cer- : , . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
in the cinema world of artificial tainly amusing in a rather obvious
DENNING'S TAX lc
pneumatic delights.
way; The delightful Slim Pickens
ACCOUNTING
One of thttespecially pleasing as- g.ives his funniest _per~ormance
SERVICE
pects of Sounder is that it repro- ~mce he played the atom1c ?~w~y I
duces faithfully ·the musical m Dr. Strangelove. The editmg 1s,
$4 TO $5 PER RETURN
nuances of black southern speech. e~cellent, ~s is always the. case;
(including State)
Iri the films of the '30's and '40's w1th Peckmpah; the cred1t seContact
such speech was mercilessly carica: quence seems to me to be particuDAVID
A. DENNING
tured, and, in the white liberal '60s, larly well don.e.
nn~DniiiYii-~'fTDIPD (GI!rllll&n 1471-'1528)
1460'DANA AVE.
movie producers were so paranoid. But, considered in its totality,
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45207
"ECce .Homo" from the first edition
about giving offense that they tried The Getaway is essentially vacuof the Large Passion
or CALL 631·7949
to avoid the problem. altogether ous. It is morally irresponsible,
Woodcut.
for an appointment
("Hey, J .B. -let's get some darkies and, in the character played by
r.. 1497-98 :-. 1.5% Jr U"
·
from Jamaica: that way they won't Sally Struthers, presents the most
Courtesy of LAKESIDE STUDIO
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The Tyranny of the ''Viable''
the word "person" applies only to postnatal of an. individual from the womb as a signifi"walkers."
cant moment of joy in his continuous physical
In the first place, attempts to discover any growth from conception, or shall we claim
connotations of fetal "personhood" )n the that any hints the. giving of a name to the
Constitution seem futilely anachronistic. The infant may indicate for his or her "personquestion of a fetus's right to life was simply hood" as a fetus are merely post hoc, ergo
not as immediate to our founding fathers as propter hoc fallacies?
the threat presented by British regulars. On
I orice heard an abortion clinic worker
both sides of the abortion issue, the confidently assert into a television mike that,
It is indeed a melancholy object to ·those FOurteenth Amendment has frequently been
when the anti-abortion demonstrators could
in this nation, who have not yet confused stretched beyond the scope originally in· ·prove that the fetus is, as such, a human
the Supreme Court with our Supreme Being, tended for it. Rather, if anything, a new
being, he would cease to assist hi the operto accept the former's majority opinion con· amendment seems required and the Su- . ation. I doubt that I could prove that I, as
ceming the recent Texas abortion case, John preme Court has superceded its authority.
such, am a "human being" if it is not selfRoe v. Henry Wade, as a final determina·
Every man is conFurthermore, the Supreme Court's prohi- evident.
tion of the land's law. Now, if_ my prejudices
stantly
becoming
what
he
will be and nor- ·
bition of legislative interference on behalf
are not already quite clear, I will elucidate
molly
favors
to
continue
the
process safe
of the unborn prior to that life's viability is,
- they _are intellectual and, more im·
from violence; yet, we acknowledge that he
at best, provovative. A friend of a friend of
portantly, Christian. The Supreme Court's
mine was at the Second Vatican Counsel · is what he is~ We may say that a fetus is polatest, extremely controversial decision intentially a person only so long as we acand favored some extremely liberal renno·
dicates neither.
knowledge that his actuality has already
vations in the Church's social attitudes.
Justice Henry A. Blackmun, writing the When, however, the more liberal among lib·
been initiated. To say that a fetus is merely
consensus joined by Chief Justice Burger erals suggested that the magisterium revise
potentially a person demands too many adand Justices Douglas, Brennan, Steward, its stance against abortion, my friend's · verbs.
"' , .
.
In effect, the ·supreme Court's decision
Marshall and Powell as well, has stated: friend said, "If we do this, we might as well
has completely severed morality from legal'We need not resolve the difficult question be consistent. Since everyone knows that a
ity. The psychological de~ands of pregof when life begins." Reflection, therefore, child is not a person until the age of reason,
.demands our recognition that the Supreme why not let it be born and kill it at our leis- . nancy that only a woman can comprehend
are extremely important, but the demands
Court fosters acts of ignorance. Perhaps, I ure?" One of the primary impediments to
of human life· once begun take precedence.
am only a moody student of English Liter· the abortion debate ever developing beature, blinded by Catholic nuns in my youth yond a definition· of terms is its susceptibility .
More can be said; more must be said,
and Jesuits in my adolescence, but even I to emotional outbursts from both sides.
much more. Unfortunately, this .n_atio~. _has
can open my eyes enough to see that pr:e- Metaphors that strive to capture
grown lazy iri"the habit of accepting state~
implica~
cisely the question which the Supreme Court tions of an abortion often get out of hand.· ments by the Supreme Court as gospel truth .
has chosen to ignore must be resolved be· Once, just after the New York State Legisla- even this idiom seems to have grown old.
fore our society permits even the possibility ture passed legalized abortion laws, I wrote
At presel'l't, our laws would become the
of positive evil. Five of our Highest Honors. an angry Jetter to the Times from New Jerenemies of growth .. We must redeem the
seem to have thicker eyelids.
time.
sey and compared any· given abortion clinic
! '
Justice Byron R. White expressed the dis- to Dachau - more hygienic, perhaps, but
-B.Q.
senting opinion of the Supreme Court, with substantially the same as a human slaughter
.
.
which only Justice Rehnquist agreed. Beyond house. I do not now truly disagree with what
the specific "abortion debate," White also I said then; I do, however, ·realize that the
hinted echoes of Chesterton's famous warn· melodramatic tone of such a statement hining against the temporary tyranny of the ders any careful deliperation that, I might
The purpose of the Xavier News, as is the
majority which happens today to be "walk- hope, should convert my opponents. I imagpurpose of any publication, is to keep the
ing around." Justice White stated: "As an ine it offends them as much as the claims·
community in which it serves informed. The.
exercise of raw judicial power, the court certain pro-abortionists (that th~ process,
task is not an easy one but does provide a
perhaps has authority to do what it does to· like urination, should remain exclusively the
challenge to those who believe they have
day; but in my view its judgment is an im· prerogative of the pregnant woman) curdle.
the ability to accept such a task. In the
provident and extravagant exercise of the me. Both metaphors carry tactless wallops
seemingly endless process of .compiling and
pow~r of iudicial review which the con·
and prevent careful consideration of which
editing the data which make up news artistiMion extends to this court."
is true.
cles, it is seldom that the editors feel t~ey
Prior to the Supreme Cou,.s "review", .
Truth, an' always nebulous commodity
have attained:the "whole truth and nothing
, ;only four states had ·approved ~egislation of some say, offers the ultimate criterion of Jus- ·but" the truth" of any given issue. However,_
•any sort tha.t might; proximate .abortion on tice - not merely the present edition of the
it is their responsibility to assure that they
demand; the forty-six other attempted to be United States Constitution. Even when pos·
have attaineCf sufficient documentation for
more cautious, at least. But the Supreme
session of the Truth proves difficult, it wou!d . any. allegations printed as fact. This having
Court has ended the "debate" before any forever 'remain. impossible unless somea.ne~h :been done,. itrwould seem only natural that
truly substantial questions were asked. Deshad asked the question, "What is true?". · those in the community that feel any such
pite the self-applause of certain, more radi· Specifically, the proper question should be,•
documentation • to be misleading or false
cal feminist covens, the abqrtion question is
"Is a fetus alive?" If the fetus is alive, obwould take the initiative to inform the edinot encompassed by the struggle for
viously it possesses human life. I have been
tors so that the community might be better
women's rights. I disagree that state legisla·
the zoological overlays that indicate the
informed.
ture prohibiting a woman sua sponte to ter·
This, however, is not always the case. It
"sameness" of fetuses for several different
minate any "unwanted" pregnancy can
species; I have seen Ripley's dubious freaks;
seems that there are some who believe their
truly be considered unconstitutional, but not
seen them all. As Newman said, ."A thouown word to be powerful enough to refute
even the United States Constitution of itself
sand difficulties do not make a doubt." If
anything, no matter how well documented,
provides sufficient context for the abortion
the rabbit dies, odds on a human being
without offering sufficient documentation in
issue.
lives. The majority of the Supreme Court,
its stead.
the
initial
·
however,
admits
they
never
asked
I am told that some consider the biologi·
In a sincere effort to promote responsible
cal aspect of .a fetus's "personhood" ques·
question.~
journalism, then, the staff of the Xavier
tionable. Certainly, it could not hire a F. Lee
I do not believe that the five Justices fully
News extends an open invitation to those
Bailey to plead its defense. When biological
comprehend the implications of their state·
who believe certain articles to contain "mis·
certainty fails, metaphysical consideration
ment, because they never asked the most
statement of fact" to come forward and
must ascend before potentially violent ac·
fundamental question about when human
present the additional documents which they
tion. Justice Thurmun has stated: "With refeel will help to keep the Xavier Community
life begins. Their dubious defense of "vispect to th.e state's important and potential
able" human beings in the last en weeks of
better informed.
interest in potential life, .the 'compelling'
pregnancy grows more and more ridiculous
point is at viablity." The majority opinion
as proper deli~eration develops from the
The Xavier News
also points out that the Constitution's use of
~irst question. Shall we view the emergence

"This is riot a question of sectarian
morality, but instead concerns fhe law
of God and the basis of civilized
society."
John Cardinal Krol,
Archbishop of Philadelphia and
president of the National.
Conference of Catholic Bishops .
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Sought-after Response: Commen~s on Computing
/

Editor:
In regard to the present controversy concerning the
computer "problem" at Xavier, I feel_ it is important to
present another point of view not previously seen: the
availability of computer facilities to a student researcher. As a graduate student in the Physics Department part of my course work has been an independent
research program using the computer as a problem
solver for "many body'' problems in Dynamics. Numer. ous times my programs have been terminated for minor
errors in assembly and syntax. Normally the problem
could have been corrected by merely retyping one or
two cards for the error and resubmitting the program.
Thus instead of waiting another twelve hours for a new
run, the entire run could be completed twelve hours sao·
ner. As a student researcher normally I run at ieast one
program a day if. not more. The end result of this process is that my actual study program is spread over a
much longer time period. Additionally, when a very interesting principle or concept is challenged by a physical problem that can be solved only by a computer, the
long process of drawing up a program, punching it up,
and seeing it through its first few runs until the bugs are
eliminated, serves the discourage many whose computer
programming skills a·re not on the professional level.
The computer facility presently available to the student

might be fine for a professional computer programmer,
or a student in a rigid computer course, where common
pitfalls can be anticipated and warned against, but for
a student doing independent research, he discovers that
he's learning more about the computer programming
field than the independent research topics he orginally
started off to study. In short, the present computer is not
being manipulated by the student,. but rather the stu·
dent is thl!! one being manipulated. I have never used a
time-sharing computer, however, from what people who
have used it say, I conclude that among its advantages
ore the capability of on line correction of errors in the
program, a larger core storage, a larger subroutine li·
· brary, and, most importanly, a simpler programming
language. For an individual who wants to employ the
computer as a tool, I feel the time-sharing computer of·
fers many advantages over the present computer facil·
ity. Imagine if you can the problems that a non-science
student runs into when he desires to run. even such a
simple problem as computation of the standard devia·
tion. And yet the idea behind the computer should be to
assist the student in his quest for knowledge.
I submit that if the university feels the main purpose
of the computer is to solve administration problems and
to a lesser extent teach basic programming, then the
present facility might be adequate. However, if the

"Football- and .More Red -Ink"
Editor:
Once again the X.U. football program has added its
annual· allotment of red iniC tO the University ledger
sheets. However, the books an the football fiasco were
not closed without several interesting sidelights.
In an article which appeared in the Cincinnati Post on
November 21, several players related how they re·
sented the criticism vented toward the football program
by the X. u.· News. It is indeed a pity that sacred cows
are immune to the problems which they create and per·
petuate.
Another article which appeared in .the.Cincinnati_fn·
quirer on Saturday, November 25 offered another inter·
esting insight into the "football mentality." The article
realted hcWt members of the X.U. football staff were
seeking to recruit the Marines from Quantico, who had
remaining college eligibi1ity, to play football at Xavier.
Precisely at the time that Xavier was ironically trying:to

recruit Marines, several faculty members were being
considered for tenure. It is presumed that the servicesof
those faculty members not obtaining tenure will no
longer be needed at Xavier unless they have any college eligibility left or unles' they have enlisted in the
Marines. It is indeed a pity that the University sanctions
policies which encourages the recruitment of football
players and the dismissal of faculty members.

ON solution for the so-called football program is sim·
ilar to that used at Austin Peay State College of Clarks·
ville, Tennessee. At. the beginning of the year their foot·
. bcl!f -~~ff pro~nisjitd, ~ ..r~ign. if, ~er• was not a winning
season. There was none and they resigned. Perhaps if
this were part of the contractual agreement of eacti
football coach at Xavier, the University officials would
tire of hiring a new football staff every year and would
eventually let the football program die the death it so
richly deserves.
~ank Wagner

main purpose of the computer facility is to aid the stu·
dent in his search for knowledge, then the present facility is inadequate.
Michael A. DeGuire
Class of '68 Undergrad
Current '.S. Candidate in Physics
Editor:
Your recent articles in the X.U. News concerning ways
to make Xavier an even·better university through contin·
ued improvement of computer availability have been
very interesting. You devoted much time and effort in
·presenting a strong case for timesharing.
The letter you published from deans Felten, Hailstones, and McCoy which called for campus timesharing
was one of the most inspiring documents and manifestations of a hopeful future for Xavier that I have seen.
Several prominent members of the computer committee told me that there is no doubt in their minds that
the Dartmouth timesharing system is the best and most
useful for the study body and faculty here on our
cCimpus.
It has been clear to me for several years that if Xavier had a computer system and philosophy similar to
Dartmouth's that we would find it easier to obtain financial support for our lofty aims and also find it easier to
attract high caliber students and faculty.

. I hate to see my taxes increased just to buy more
buses in our city transportation system. However, I'd welcome an even larger tax rate to support a beautiful,
modern, aircushioned·monorial system of high speed,
performance, and efficiency. So it is with university development. We should ask ourselves why some Xavier
alumni, former professors, and even a member of our
board of trustees (who graduated from Xavier) have
sent their children or children's children to Dartmouth.
One answer is the same kind of intellectual excitement ·
and adventure proposed in the above mentioned letter
by our concerned and forward looking deans.
Sincerely,

John B. Hart
Professor
P.S. These statement in no way reflect on our present
computer personnel: they are wt»nderful human beings
who are very competent and cooperative in helping the
rest of us with our computer programming.

Did You Re!Jlly Have to Print That?
Editor:.
This letter is in reaction to an artide which appeared
in the last issue of the Xavier News, concerning the arrest of an X.U. sophomore f~r fraudulent use of a credit
card in placing a phone call. I am that sophomore.
First I would like to congratulate you upon "scooping"
the Xavier Fox, thtt Communique, and all other campus
publications. The entire campus can rest assured in rea·
lizing ,how efficient, hard-working, .and dedicated our
"first~~-the-scen~" News staff ~~ally is. , , .
I would also. lilte to thank.:the News for helping
spread the information an such a humiliating and em·
barrassing occurrence across the whole university.
Knowledge of the incident proved to be a common topic
of conversation in the Grill, in the cafeteria; the dorms,·
and other meeting places. I really appreciated your ef·
forts resulting in scores of inquisitive glanced, probing
questions, and outbreaks of laughter at my predictment.

the realization that your staff and the future newspapermen, journalists,· are protectors of freedom of the
press. I sincerely hope you will always remain true to
your Christian concern for fellow man, and continue
your policy of printing only truth, and truth which ap·
peals to and carries a message to all your readers, a
message not to bother with any paper you are associ·
ated with.
Respectfully' yours,
the sophomore

''Constru~tive

Criticism"

Editor:
As a. former student Editor of the Xavier University
News in my student days, and then Faculty Advisor for
the News from 1946·51, as well as a former Editor of
the STARS AND STRIPES in Europe, I would like to ask
your staff, in a spirit of constructive journalistic criticism,
to give us news of the entire Xavier University community rather than pages upon pages of some student
writer's complaints or opinions.
It seems a waste of money, time and effort to have to
publish two pages on this campus (New and Commu·
In conclusion, I would like to compliment again your nique) in order that the reader may have an objective.
excellent, professional staff and operation. Your action presentation of the news.
Sincerely,
was the work of a Christian, dedicated staff in a Chris·
tian, concerned university, both governed by Christian,
humanistic principles. Such action is the work of "big·
Dr. Joseph Liqk"lr.
time" journalists working for a definitely "big-time" op·
Prof. of Bus. Admin. & Ed.
eration. I have, of late been able to breathe easier with
1
I found it amazing and another tribute to your staff
at your acquisition of the information on this case. I felt
important at being prominently placed at the top af the
second page, ahead of such important columns. as
campus information, sports~ and student achievements,
items which really, h·ave ·no place i~ today's model ·of a
college paper- they have no ~levancy, pertinency, or
applicability to any moral or truth. They are simply not
good news. Again I appreciated the recognition that my
case fulfilled the need for relevancy and the other qual·
ities - it was goad news, though not for me.

(

Agnosticism- a Way
·of Life at Xavier?
Editor:
Several years ago a Roman Catholic priest, in a Sun·
day sermon, pointed out that Christ and the apostles
.were the first atheists in that they eventually got rid of
society's many gods t~nd replaced them with One God.
Is it more difficult to ·rid society of many gods instead of
just one god? What if a committee at Xavier recom·
mended that official university policy be one of agnosticism and that this· was accepted? Committee action
· :usually helps to avoid the feeling of personal responsibility. However, in this case, the security blanket of committee action would probably not soothe the decision
makers' consciences because of the magnitude of the
decision and its implications.
The decision for or against Christianity at Xavier has
many of the some fundamental implications for our
society as that for or against timesharing. If you don't
understand this, then you have vincible ignorance in this
area of your speciality. The Carnegie Commission of
Higher Education, according to the New York Times
(6/2/72), says higher education "now faces the first
great technological revolution in five centuries." Or.
John Kemeny, president of Dartmouth, seriously pro·
poses that universities have their accreditation taken
away from them unless they make timesharing available
just as they make library facilities available.
Respectfully,

John B. Hart
Professor of Physics
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through college. While we were Communism, but it's all right for largely to. Mr. Nixon's credit that pelling question with eloquence.
wringing our hands over such everybody else." The President has the immense sacrifices of this war "Perhaps when time and dis·
I wasn't around in 1898 when the heavyweight problems as core cur· endeavored, in the wake of rob~t were not in vain. That the Presi· tance have restored a little per·
peace was signed in Paris to end riculums and homecoming queens, opposition, to reverse that pathetic dent did not bug out when all the spective, another generation of
the "Splendid Little War;" nor did I men like Lt. Colonel Charles Shel· stereotype. Mr. Nixon has been un· frenzied icons were howling from Americans will look bllek and re·
witness the jubilance that marked ton - a friend's father -was at· flagging in his fierce defense of the the fever swamps; that he did not member. that we came to the aid of
the termination of .Wilson's "War rophying in some cage in Laos. Republic of South Vietnam.. Ev':n - like FDR at Yalta and Truman a small nation whose freedo!ft was
to End Wars" at Versailles-in 1918. He's been there since 1965, living his legions of detractors adm1t this in Korea and China and Kennedy threatened and that, at the cost of
I can only read about what tran· primaJ,"ily on a diet of sauteed and admire, however ruefully, his at the Bay of Pigs- cast aside a much blood and gold, we sustained
spired in 1945 in the rubble of Ber- propaganda; such as in 1968 when tenacity. Weaker men would have weaker nation to be consumed by that freedom.
lin and on the deck of the U.S.S. he (and the others) were informed capitulated (and did in 1968) to the the forces of oppression and tyr· "And perhaps seeing this terrible
Missouri; and I still get the cold that Senator Kennedy had been as· phlogistic ravings of the Wood- anny (of which the Communists effort in that softer light another
shivers when I hear the old rendi· sassinated _by President John· stock Generation, the Academy, are the undisputed masters) is a generation of American~ facing
tion of CBS' Robert Trout announc· son. Andersonville and Stalag 17 the Media, Sweden, and Jane tribute to the steel-like resolve of a some new crisis hearing ~other
ing to America: "This is it, ladies were country clubs comp&red to the Fonda. With the ~attle won: Mr. brave man. The black columnist cry will be bet~ inspired to susand gentlemen, World War II is depravities undergone by our pris· Nixon answered the self-appomted .Carl T. Rowan once wrote that true ~ such freedom again."
patriotism is defined as one man's
over!" I was only two when Ike fi. oners at the Hanoi Hilton and its Voices of lndignence:
nalized our Korean "police action" branch offices. The tragically long "Now that we have achieved an fearless stand in the face of overin 1953 at Panmumjom.
· ordeal of the P.O.W.'s is now over honorable settlement, let us be whelming and viscious opposition ..
But, on Tuesday evening- the ~ .. and another beginning, for proud that America did not settle I am quite c<infident that history
23rd of January, 1973 - I was fully some day they'll learn of backstab- for a peace that would have be- shall interpret Mr. Nixon:s four:'·
hers like Senator V!lnce Hartke trayed our Allies, that would have quare support .of ~uth V1etnam.s
there, listening to an American who
said that the pr1soners were abandoned our-prisoners of war, or independence m like manner. His
president announce to a belea·
there
through their own fault and that would have ended the war for much-derided "Peace With Honor"
guered nation the end of a war.
Whatever apprehensions I had should not be an impediment to our us but would have continued the will become a significant historical
war for the 50 million people of In- footnote to American. dedication to
(and still do) about the conditions immediate withdrawl.
As much as many college profes· dochina."
·
the international main~ne~ce of
of the treaty, I felt good, _really
sora
irritate
me,
I
could
not
help
And
now,
after
a
marathon
freedo~ and self-determmation for
good. As Howard K. Smith aptly
noted, this "great" peace treaty is but admire that night the gargan· struggle, the South Vietnamese na· all nations..
Clltf'a Notel help you understill only a document. But nothing tuan struggles of one Dr. Henry tiona is whole _ wobbly, but My final thought on that bleak ltand
novela, playa and
can deny the fact that the troops Kissiner .of Harvard who, having whole and a far cry from its vir· night revolved primarily around lll'.:iiilll'!~~~ poema. They're
are coming home. The prisoners taught history, now makes it. His tual st~te of subjugation in 1965. If the cacaphonous question that will ·
packed full of the
are being released from their holes. stellar qualities of fortitude and pa· their government is not the epi· haunt the historical alchemists for
kind of explanation and InterpreThe freedom of South Vietnam to tience emerged triumphant in a tome of Periclean democracy, it is at least a decade: "Was it worth
tation you need to·
determine her own ultimate destiny four-year·old siege. History shall still far removed from the tyranny it?"; this stinking, dirty, greasy,
study and review
accord this quiet statesman a niche of the North. If their military does grimy war that was always fought
has been assured.
efficiently. Cllff'a
of
high
honor
in
America's
diplo·
not
yet
conjure
up
memories
of
Pat·
with
half
of
one
hand;
whose
tac·
Notes:
written by
Even though I was at work, my
experta who want
matic
Hall
of
Fame
that
incl~des
ton's
Third
Army,
their
newly·
tics
and
strategy
were
at
times
mind gamboled among many re·
you to get more
flections, all biddirig for promi· such stal~~rts as John Qu~ncy found resolve, courage, and loyalty haphazard, bunsled, or even s~bo
out of tttarature
than juat a grade•.
nence. I thought otlhe 45,000 of A.dams, Wdliam Seward, Hamilton go unquestioned as evidenced by taged; (yet wh~ ~~ave"? was J~t
At your bookaellera or aend for
my generation who gave their lives Fish, John Hay, Cordell Hull, and the Thermopylaeian .struggles at as equally scmtlalat1on); th1s FllH
lr.t of more than 200 titles.
to a cause just as magnanimous as John Foster Dull':s. Accola~es are An Loc, Quang Tri, and Hue. One spurious conflict that no one Include 1M and wt'ttsendahandy,
also
due
to
the
sllent,
ded1cated
could
not
help
listening
to
the
wanted
but
a
few
land-srubbers
the ones that felled their kinsmen
reuaebte, waterproof drawstring
at San Juan Hill; at Chatteau- corps of diplomatic servants who, President's words but dwell on the and claim-jumpers from the other book bag. Cliff's Notes, Inc., Lin·
Thiery, at Belleau Wood, at Ta· in the honored tradition of William awesome cost e~acted from the· side of the DMZ; this debacle, this coin, Nebr. 88&01.
rawa, at Anzio, at the Bulge, over Hunter and Alvey Adee, labored South Vietnamese people; this nightmare, this horrendous quag·
Ploesti, at Inchon, and the Yalu unceasingly with the intricate ebullient race whose fate was so mire ... was it actually worth five During .... 1*114 ..... Cllfl'l.
Ulld- 2,400,000 lOIII
River. Their heroic deeds of valor "w~ereases" and ·:therefores" of a callously ignored in the world-wide good minutes of our time?
of 1111* tiling _ , _ . pulp.
at Hue, the Central Highlands, I dehcate .treaty de&lgned to appease elitist denunciations ground out ev· To· this wrenching query I would·
Corps, the A Shau Valley, the Me- two factions who have been at each ery day of every week of every have to reply with an unqualified
month of .every year of the yes. 1 would echo the subdued but
kong Delta, Khe Sahn, around the other's jugulars for 18 years.
However,
that
night
I
felt
most
struggle. To this populace who has passionate conviction expressed in·~
DMZ, and the Ia Drang Valley will
most assuredly rank with those un- deeply for the current President of suffered so frightfully at the sang- a-recent Washington Star-News.
, _ _ _ _ _ _ __,
selfish sacrifices rendered in the these all-too-often Ununited States: uine hands of both friend (Song My editorial which answered this rom·
Mr. Richard Nixon. His simple Lai) and foe (Hue), this cease~fire
---------~--.....:.·-------------,
past in the quest of liberty.
twenty-minute nation-wide ad· means infinitely more to them than
I thought of the individual citi· dress, devoid of any forensic thrills to the editors of the New York
zens. who fought so bravely in this and chills, served to remind a great Times. They are truly on their own
unpopular conflict; whose yeoman but unresolved American public now, their perilous future still
efforts were largely thanked with what this political paradise of De- fraught with uncertainty. Presi·
defamation, ingratitude, scorn, vi· mocracy is all about ... Freedom; a dent Thieu's road to politicalstabil·
tuperation, apathy, and spittle. It freedom that is never acquired eas· ity will be long and arduous.- But
was giants like my next-door ily as we ourselves found out in they have been given the most pre·
neighbor Larry Pilcher who, as a 1776 and again in 1861. Professor cioU& ingredient ofall - time; with·
Navy corpsman, was grievously Arthur Schlesinger once remarked out which our nation would not
wounded three times and decorated that Americans are inherently rae· have survived its loth birthday let
for heroism that provided me .and ist. They believe, he maintains, alone its 200th. Indeed, this ~D1e
thee the luxury of frolicking that -"well, hell, we don't want has been dearly pa~d for._h i.s..
PEACE WITH HONOR

........................
,.,_hal

ANGilD'S

'.

1872 CALIFORNIA AVE ..

FREE EXPRESS
INCLUDING SUNDAY

DELIVERY SERVICE

0"' i

T() ALL XAVIER DORMS

i.()RDERS OF $5.00 OR MORE
TELEPHONE 242-6922

PIZZA PIES

8''

Plain .............. ; ................... .
Ground Sauaage ......•.......•..•.....

Friendly feelings and the great taste of
Coca-Cola. That's the way it should be.

.
th..1ng.·.Coke
ft's the real
..... •

.70
.90
Bacon ............... ·................. .
.90
Pepperoni. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.90
MuShroom ................. .'...........
.90
Anchovie ....... .. .••...... .. ...... ... .
.90
Onion...................................
.90
Green Pepper .................. :........
.90
Combination of any 2 . . . . .. . .. . . .. • . . . .. 1.06
Deluxe Combination of any 4 .... :. .. . ... 1.36
Super Deluxe Combination of 8 . . . . . . . . 1.56
·Hawaiian Pizza.........................
.90

12"

1.2&. 2.00
1.80 2.60
1.80 2.80
1.80. 2.80
1.80 2.60
1.80 2.60
1.80 2.60
1.80 2.80
1.90 2.90
2.20 3;30
2.76 3.70
1.70 . 2.66

BEER AND WINE

. Ih e au th o,.o1Yof The Coca-Cola_ Company by:,"The
Coca-Cola B<'.\lling
Works Company, Cincinnati".
Bonled under
.
..

1&"

A COMPLETE VARIETY OF
HOGGIE SANDWICHES.

f· ,.,:;, ..

• ' . : 1 ~ .'·'.

;.

~.

•• • •

. ·, .... . ·' : . ....
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Warriors Scalp XU, 90•61

•

by
Tim Tea.
h an
.fro~ the line, giving them a deci- lack some of the rah,rah, give 'em over the semester break,· beating
Sports
Editor
.
.
. ,
sive 40-29 advantage at halftime. ~ell Mus~ies that has· character- Canisius, 74-73, i~ a closely fought
Marquette Uruvers1ty didn tneed . The second half was atl Mar- IZed preVIous MU-XU clashes, pos- game. The Muskies were ahead by
any razzie:dazzle basketball to beat quette as the Warriors toyed with sibly because there weren't many three points with nine seconds rethe Musk1es on Monday, Jan. 27 the M~skies. Coach Dick Campbell students present, those who wit- maining in the game, but a Ca~ight at the Gar~ ens as they juggled the lineup, trying to find a nessed the game were sitting in the nisi us player was fouled, and
trounced the M~s~es, .90-61. ~e winning combination, but such rafters.
awarded a two-shot free throw. He
s~udent~ vacatlomng. m Florida was not the case as the Warriors High scorer in the contest was made the first attempt, and theCa- ·
didn't miss very much mthe game ran circles around the Muskies, us- Conny Warren, with 20 points. nisius coach called a time out and
· . ~layed befo~e the semester beg~n, ing the famous figure eight weave Maurice Lucas, George Frazier, instructed the foul shooter to
~s the Warriors were never behi~d in the closing minutes of the game and. Larry McNeil provided the bounce the ball off the rim and go ·
10
the game. Th~ closest Xavier to finish off the Muskies. .
scoring punch for the Warriors, for the ~eld goal. The ball bounced
.
t
netting 14 15 and 1g points respec- off the nm, _but then found its way
. came to AI McGwre and Company X . ,
•.vas ·five points, 24-19, towards the . aVIer 8 pasBlng .game was a.ro- tively
' '
·
into the bucket, with Xavier getting
end of the first half.
Clous, not t~ mention the sc~rmg
· ·
.
the ball out of bounds. The Muskies
and rebounding. In the last mmute The loss, coupled With a 70-52 deh . cl k ~ h · hir
~
·
.
The Muskies shot a poor 13 of 31 0 f 1
M
tt t 0 1 th b II f t b th W .
.
th.
ran
out t e oc , ~or t eu t den-.
1
field goal attempts in the first th p ayt: · ar~ueth e ~ ~ ~ ak ea Y d: d arrl~~s earle~
t~s try into the win column. High
•
1
stanza representing 42% effort. r:: m.~~~~
e ~~v:;:; ac. - ~:sont; t ~ ana tt e~ yea; I t ~- scorer in the game was Bob FullCoupled with 43% performance at cou 'capl zmg on a - ee mlB- h geMr kill; aThrquel et ti~n Xos. · arton, who scored 23 points and
.
.
cues to· score.
.
.'
tb e t Mus es. tt e as. me aVIer
' B ob
the hne
for the half, the Warriors
h gra bb e d 15 re b oun d s . B 1g
1967
from the field and
The annual contest seemed to ea M arJue de~was ~nMU
~n leads the team in scoring, at an
the . us es · e eate
m 11.6 clip, followed closely by Warovertime.
·
ren, who has averaged 11.4 points
The Muskies racked up victory a game.
number three in Buffalo, New York
-~-

a
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llith Rll You1 llee1t.
The FTD loveluftdle; :·

·•

ND .Hurnilitates Xavier, .94-68

You have a special
someonesom
whether it's your
or your sweetheart,
hoping you'll remember
her with flowers on
Valentine'sDay.
Send her the FTD®
LoveBundle. A
bright and beautiful
bouquet of fresh
flowers in a special
container. All
designed with
l:ot.ro~<orv 14th

•
••
• ••

•

What could be touted as the the first ten minutes of the opening quick as a pinball machine. The fl.shortest basketball game ever took ha•f, which, was destined to be one nal buzzer ended the Muskie misplace in South Bend over the week- of Xavier's poorest first shooting ery, but not before the ho.me team
end as the Fighting Irish of Notre halfs all sea8on. ND continued to put up 94 points to Xavier's 68.
: ..,.
Dame walked all over the Muskies, make smoke of the twines throughOne bright spot in an otherwise
94-68 before a crowd of 9,858 in the out the first stanza, and went into dismal afternoon in South Bin1d
Athletic Convocation Center on the the locker ro'om at the half with a was the performance of Conny
ND campus.
very comfortable 43-22 edge.
Warren, who collected a game high
Xavier scored first in the game, The Muskies committed 17 ·turn- 22 p~ints and 11 rebounds. Reserve
but the Fighting Irish quickly overs in the first half, and at one forward Jay Eck came off the
evened things up, 2-2. The Muskies point, the number of turnovers ex- bench to score ·13 points, his highscored again making the score 4-2, ceeded the number of points. Xa- est production of the season. For
but then the Irish balanced the vier finished the game with 25 mis- Notre Dame, 13 of their 15 players
score, 4-4. Notre Dame went out in cues, to ND's 10.
tallied, led by starter John Shu. front with ·another bucket, 6-4, but
· mate, netting 21 points and Dennis
the Muskies answered that with
In the second half, Xavier put to- Brokaw, who pitched in 14 points.
another, 6-6. That 6-6 deadlock was get~er a seven point scoring s~ree, Xavier's next test will be up in
the Closest Xavier could come all wh1ch made the score 75-48, With a Detroit as the Titans of the Uniday to the Fighting Irish, who little under ten minutes remaining. versity' of Detroit entertain the
didn't really have to fight to win
Notre Dame brushed the little Muskies this Saturday night. Detthis one.
rally under its bowler and contin- roit won the first encounter beCoach Digger . Phelps' charges ued to rack up the points going tween the ~o clubs earlier this seawhipped off 11. straight pain~ iq. from 70's to SO's to 90'R almost as son, 78-67 in Schmidt FieldhOUSJ!.

••

..

,

•·

Find out how easy it is to send the right flowers the FTD
way. Drop in for your FREE Selection Gui~e. Wherever
you see the famous FTD symbol. (Or wnte FTD; 900
West Lafayette, Detroit, Michiga~. 48226.) Most FTD .
Florists accept major credit cards. ;

~~·~A~s~an~rlrger~r~~e~n~¥g~~~~~~~~~~~~hl~s~o~wn~~~

• .•

ROBERT DURBAN, '42 .

,E.R SHOP
AD RIAN
· FLOW
. · .,;.
CLIFTON AVENUE AT LUDLOW
Phone: 861-4232
· ·. ·~.

DURB AN'S GRE.EN. HOUSES
"Flower.· .. For All Occ.asr'ons"
"'
533' McALPIN A VENt;E

...

Phone: 861...;7866

l

Conny Warren Xavier's jumping forward, goes up for two
points, adding to his 11.8 point ·
per game average.

Commandos Cop Crown
Women's Liberation has crept
· ·into all phases of society and Xavier's Intramural program is no exception. .
The IM Department set up a
Women's Flag Football League this
season, and four teams responded.
The teams played four g·ames, and
one championship game.

the same name, the imaginative
group of young ladies had jerseys
imprinted with their team name
and even had personalized Christmas cards which they sent to their
opponents and other friends.
The Commandos blanked the
Cracker Crumbs, 12-0 in the cham· pionship game, played in early December, in what might be named
Emerging lis champions of the
Womef\'S Flag Football League the Mud Bowl, because of the
were the Commandos. Taking their sloppy stuff the game was played
name .and .tactic·s fro. m a World in.
·
War II military group of soldiers of The offensive punch was supp-

--l

~~;;;;;iii;;;;;~-~~~~~~~~~~i~i~;;;;;;;;;,;;~...J'---"""--~-...;,--------:----=---•·

lied by Mary Ualire Donlin, Uatny ·
Dahm, and Marcia Rusche, who all
alternated between the quarterback
and halfback spots. The line was
anchored by Margaret "BooBoo"
Totten, and flanked by Julie
Trausch and Francine Donnelly at
ends and Dorot~y O'Lear~ and
M~rry McLaughlin at the Wide rece1ver slots.
.
I
d
f
The defensive ine, rna e up o
Miss Trausch, Miss Donnelly arid
MissMcLaughlinharrassedtheopts' b kfi.eld all
· hil
ponen
ac
season, w e

Miss Donlin and Miss Dahm kept
the defensive backs, Miss Rusche,
tabs on the pass recei vera.
At the conclusion of the season,
the ~embers of the team awarded .
. some rather dubious honors. Cathy
··
Dahm received the "Dick Butkus
Award" for her defensive performance, Julie Trausch merited the
"Best Flag Snatcher Award" for
her tackling prowress and Fran.cine Donnelly got the ".Blood and ·
Guts Award'~ for her Irish ferocity
on the gndirori. Merry McLaughlin
.
.
•
!·'
·for her a·utstanding defensive work, . ·
.earned the "Head Hunter Award"
slightly akin to the Varsity's
Streetfighter Award.
Marcia Rusche received the Best
Offensive Player Award, Margaret
"BooBoo" Totten merited the Most
Improved Player Award, Mary
Claire Donlin, because of her intensive dedication and all:out attitude, earned the coveted Most
Valuable Player Award. And girls,
being girls, awarded the "Nice Guy
Medal" to Dorothy O'Leary for her
humimess on the football field.
L~
The team was coached, man~er
aged, and trained by senior Rick
Bolger, who molded a group of
hard working ladies into a welloiled footbafl machine, no Ohio
State of course, but good enough to
til .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..;....;.;._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....,_ _ _-'!"'_ win
the first Women's
Flag Football Title.
·
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Campus Ministry Hosts
Consumer Program

ONCAMPU·S
SKICLUB

The X.U. Ski Club will hold a meeting Wednesday, February 7, at
The Campus Ministry lured Xa- which for 45 seconds flashes the the law. There is such a thing as
3:30 in the Regis Room. The meeting will cover plans for its second major ski trip to upstate New York, on February 16-19. The ski en- vier's own Albert Fritsch, S.J. back signs of various gas stations and the position of "just violence." This
thusiasts will be headed for White Face and Gore Mountains. White to Cincinnati for four lectures con- then tells the viewer to buy the one is especially true when the health
Face Mountain is the site of the 1976 Olympics and proves to give a cerning consumer and environmen- that's cheapest because all gaso- and future of the world hangs in
tal protection. The lectures were lines are essentially the same. An- the balance. "The Fo~" in Chicago
challenge to our skiers.
presented on February 4th and 5th other commercial explains that To- is a notable example of what one
The Ski Club is also planning a party for Saturday, February 9, in in a variety of locales at Xavier.
tal and Wheaties are only different man can do when he sees but canthe Husman Hall Basement. The basic function of the Ski Club is to
in that Total has about 1/30 of a not bear .destruction on a great
Father
Fritsch
received
his·
B.S.
get people interested in the sport of skiing. Other activities of the club
and M.S. degrees from Xavier and one cent worth of vitamins added, scale. "The Fox" is known nationare canoeing, camping, parachuting, and ice skating.
a Ph.D. in organic chemistry from yet Total costs about 6 cents more ally for his blocking up 'of polluting
For any information regarding our activities contact Sean Callahan Fordham in 1964. His work as a· re- per box. An interesting point was ducts and his interior decoration of
or Terry O'Malley in Husman Hall, rooms 207 or 208 or call.351-RR70 search associate has carred him that none of these commercials a corporation president's office
from the University of Texas to the have been given air-time on TV be- with a bucket of sewage. Fr.
Medical and Dental Research Lab- cause the large corporations have Fritsch himself says that this op- .
Got a gripe or just want to talk? Now there's a way for everyone to oratories of the Great Lakes Naval forbidden it.
tion will be open to him if and
·
hear what you've got to say. Call Russ Read's "Lou_isville Line", from Base in Chicago. Not only the auUpon the consumer lies the bur- when the courts fail in the lawsuits
8 to 9 p.m. Wednesdays on WVXU-FM. Your opinions and comments thor of many articles in scientific den of straightening out this state he has brought b~fore them.
will be taped for broadcast between 8:30 and 9:30p.m., Speak up. . and consumer protections journals, of affairs. There must be some sort
Here's your chance. The "Louisville Line". A service of WVXU, FM Fr. Fritsch has written one book, A of rising a lifting of voices that will ~-----..;._-...::;.......;..._ ____,
91.7, your community-minded broadcast station.
Theology of the Earth, and is writ- tell the men in power that we will
PIED PIPER
ing another, A New Environmen- not see our earth destroyed. With
TERM PAPERS
talism. Our Jesuit scholar also at- the ever-increasing complexity of
The Pied Piper Coffeehouse will be in operation this Friday from 9-1, tended the United Nations big business today, perhaps a few
Professional Resumes
featuring the talents of Gene Grenowitz, Jay Sofranec and B.J. Ruffin, Conference on the Environment in dedicated people can be the wrench
For details 271-1984
Rich Laginess, and Mary Beth Welsch. Admission is 25¢.
Stockholm during June, 1972.
in the sensitive works of material. Fast Service
4
Father Fritsch's talk on Sunday ism. Fr. Fritsch pointed out that, as
STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
night was entitled, "Can You Con- Christians, we are not bound by
sume Less - And Live B e t t e r ? " r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -...-...---.
The last day. to pick· up money or books from the Student Book Ex- The crowd was good, but the talk
INTRAMURAL.-change will be Thursday February 8, 1973.
was better. Fritsch made a number
Brueneman's Bits
of
striking
observations.
He
inPRE-LAW
- The Women's Intercollegiate Basketball Team wnded up 1-6 last
troduced the idea that perhaps corseason, their first in intercollegiate play. The team should be able to
poral
punishment
should
be
reinsGerald Springer, a councilman and the vice mayor of Cincinnati, tated in some cases. Since food improve on their record, with experience gained last season. The
will be the featured speaker at the next St. Thomas M.ore ~re-Law production has become the most lu- schedule will be expaned to 10-12 next year.
·
Society meeting to be held in the Hearth Roor_n ?f t~e Umversity Centhe
only
holdover
from
last
year.
XU
lost
to
Capital
in a
crative
of
American
industries,
perCapital
is
ter on Tuesday, Feb. 13 at 7:30p.m. Everyone IS mvited to a~tend, .espehaps
the
producer
and
not
the
conreal
bam
burner
last
season,
38-37.
cially mem hers of the pre-law society. Free beer and chips will be
sumer, would be made to endure
-Jay Eck, who plays Varsity Basketball, went down to Edgecliffto
served.
inferior quality. This would entail pick up the team after a practice one night and erided up with the
BREEN LODGE
Betty Crocker (if she exists) being coaching job for the Cliffies.
·

wvxu

TYPING:

'----:-------------J

forced to eat soine of the inedible
_ The Women's team does everything.· .. uniforms, mileage, league
refuse that is being marketed todah
as food. The president of General entry fee, and officiating costs for· between $200-$2~.
Motors would be forced to drive a
- NEEDED: One student with a station wagon or a six-passenger
Corvair. The possibilities ~re end- car to drive team to three away games. Will receive mileage and comless.
panionship.
The automobile in America was
- The Intramural Department would like to thank Donna Marino,
There will be a general meeting of all women students, Wednesday
at 1:30 in the Regis Room to plan activities and programs for this se- discussed at some length. The Bernie Healy, Anne Ernst, and Andrea Brinkman for adding a little
main problem with cars, of course, color to the weight room in the Fieldhouse. The girls put some paint on
mester.
is their consumption of oil prod- the drab walls to brighten up the place.
ucts. It was admitted that anti-pol- ';===~~~~~~~~~~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~~::!!!!!!!!!!!!!!::::~'
lution devices are responsible in
THE U.C. CONCERT COMMnTEE
in eooperation with
some part for the 7% jump in gaso·
line use of the past year, but even
more to blame was the increase in
pre.enr•
convenience accessories to many
cars. Another reason for this huge
increase, instead of the 3% in·
creases fonnerly planned on, is the
continuing increase in weight of today's cars.
AT THE IJC FIELDHOIJSE
wirll
The jump in petroleum use for
cars is also responsible for the fuel
shortage in American homes this ·
winter.
An important point for ecology••tl •f'eel•l ••e•l •l6.r H•etll••
minded students was brought to
light when Fr. Fritsch noted the
differences in.energy consumption
4
between walking, biking and driv$5.00 ADVANCI
SUO U.C. maNII AT]
. ing. Walking a mile consumes 300
[ U.C. lOX OffiCI GNLY
$6.00 DAY Of SHOW
B.T.U.'s, driving a car for a mile 8,100 B.T.U.'s, while riding a bike
TICIETS M SILl IT: s-llen's Tri-County, Wmern Hills & East- Hills· S t - D.pt.; all Shillito Tl~
·takes a mere 200 B.T.U.'s.
outlets; The Wot.._, 5._, Mt. Adoms; & Community
Fritsch also commented on his
ticket office.
·
MAIL .OIIDIIS. TC) .Ticket ron. 801 8 W. llh 51,, Cincinnati, Ohio .65203. Ericiote
work in the making of ,..anti-comself addres~ envelope.
A Kohnen & Moorman Production
mercial" commercials. An example
t
of this type of commercial is one

The movie Growing Up Female will be shown Thursday, February 8,
at 8:00 p.m. in the Brockman Commons area. The film examines the
social forces shaping women's self-conception as they grow up, and is
considered a highly insightful and accurate examination. It will be followed by a panel discussion.

*
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WEBN

"I
MIDIIGHT BOOGIE"·
Saturday, February 17.

Tired of School?

* RARE EARTH
* BILLY PRESTON
*11:GOROBERT
KLEIN
P.l.-2:• 1.1. .C::.
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XA_VIER APPRECIATION NIGHTS
Friday, Saturday, Sunday -

Feb. 9, 10, .11

-I

I

FREE PASS
Bring this ad or Xavier J.D. for free admission.

I

REFLECTIONS

I
I
I
I

Appearing this .Friday and Saturday

"RAMBLECROW"

and

"THE EXILES"

Appearing Sunday

"ST. BERNARD"
Every Thursday - Free Admission
with your College identification

-·- -----J'--IIIIIill------\
VINE AND CALHOUNJSTREETS

751-0646

I

Has the college scene got you
down? Is the prospect of
graduate school or a· 9 to 5
job a drag? Well, why not
become a Navy pilot and get
it all together? Responsibi I ity, advancement, good
bread are yours on·one hand;
while you get travel,/benefits,
and a chance to soar above it
all! For particulars call:

_..

_..

•_

•
4·

..
.Lt. Jim Scharf in the
Federal Building at 684-28~7

